22 42 of among the peptides with different sequences and lengths in a wide range of 43 biotechnology, nanomedicine and bioinformatics applications.
Abstract 24 The ability to capture the relationship between similarity and functionality would 25 enable the predictive design of peptide sequences for a wide range of implementations 26 from developing new drugs to molecular scaffolds in tissue engineering and biomolecular 27 building blocks in nanobiotechnology. Similarity matrices are widely used for detecting 28 sequence homology but depend on the assumption that amino acid mutational 29 frequencies reflected by each matrix are relevant to the system in which they are applied. 30 Increasingly, neural networks and other statistical learning models solve problems related 31 to functional prediction but avoid using known features to circumvent unconscious bias. 32 We demonstrated an iterative alignment method that enhances predictive power of 33 similarity matrices based a similarity metric, the Total Similarity Score. A generalized 34 method is provided for application to amino acid sequences from inorganic and organic 35 systems by benchmarking it on the debut quartz-binder set and 3 peptide-protein sets 36 from the Immune Epitope Database. Pearson and Spearman Rank Correlations show 37 that by treating the gapless Total Similarity Score as a predictor of relative binding affinity, 38 prediction of test data has a 0.5-0.7 Pearson and Spearman Rank correlation. with 39 respect to size of dataset. Since the benchmarks used herein are from a solid-binding 40 peptide and a protein-peptide system, our proposed method could prove to be a highly 41 effective general approach for establishing the predictive sequence-function relationships Introduction and Background 47 The rapid development of target-specific drugs relies on the development of high- 48 throughput and accurate methods of modelling molecular structures. The biology, 49 pharmacology and bioengineering communities are interested in building widely 50 applicable methods founded in predictive design of molecules that have specificity for 51 biological targets, analytes and biomarkers [1] [2] [3] [4] . Small peptides (7 to 40 amino acids) 52 have high potential as both therapeutics [5] [6] [7] and high-performance molecular building 53 blocks [8] [9] [10] due their diversity of binding affinity both quantitatively and specifically 54 across 2D-and nano-materials. 55 Towards more accurate and fast predictions of affinity or conformation that would 56 enable high-throughput drug and targeting peptide design, among some of the best 57 performing methodologies are stochastic models such as , 58 DeepMHC [12] and MHCflurry [13] . These methods use little or no prior information about 59 the peptides to ensure only random walk identifies relevant patterns. By avoiding 60 physiochemical properties published in the literature, these models are subject to 61 inconsistent predictions between test peptide sets even for the same protein target. 62 Alignment-free neural networks models have shown substantial success in predicting the 63 binding affinity of the Immune Epitope Database (IEDB, www.iedb.org) datasets [12, 14] . 64 To avoid overfitting, they require hundreds of thousands of sequences and are not 65 optimized for gaps in the binding domains [15, 16] . 66 The current state of the art in modelling tools, e.g., molecular dynamics (MD), 67 molecular mechanics (MM), and Monte Carlo (MC) based methods, predict overall 68 conformation from which binding energies may be calculated [9] . These approaches 69 utilize knowledge-based force fields [17, 18] and energy minimization techniques to 70 sample the most probable structures [19] . Though solving conformational structures will 71 likely enable the most accurate predictions of peptide function, to date structural 72 information is avoided in models requiring large amounts of data. This is mostly due to 73 the large computational cost associated with calculating molecular structures of these 74 large molecules, which is a barrier to the development of both highly complex neural 75 networks and current MD/MC-based methods. The deeper networks rely less on learning 76 in space constrained by verified physiochemical trends and more on the number of 77 parameters and computational power. Less complex and more interpretable models 78 integrate known patterns while leaving space for optimization methods to learn unknown 79 patterns in the sequences. 80 Current alignment-based methods for high-throughput prediction functionality of 81 amino acid sequence information can be separated into two groups; pairwise [20] [21] [22] and 82 multiple sequence [16, 23, 24] . In general, pairwise alignment is ideal for shorter 83 sequences due to its higher computational cost per amino acid and is widely accepted to 84 be the optimal alignment [25] . Multiple sequence alignment is considered more 85 appropriate for longer sequences with suspected consensus domains. In both methods 86 Point Accepted Mutation (PAM) and Blocks Substitution Matrix (BLOSUM) matrices are 87 still the most widely used, and there are permutations of these matrices to serve more 88 specific tasks [17, 26, 27] . Overall, the limitations of PAM and BLOSUM provided 89 inspiration and guidance for generating matrices with increased accuracy based on larger 90 and more complete datasets [11, [28] [29] [30] [35] . However, these methods still assume the relationship 107 between high-specificity peptides and low-specificity peptides is described by 108 physiochemical properties. 109 Previously, we have successfully used a matrix optimization method to a group of 110 peptides that were categorized as strong, weak or medium binders based on their binding 111 affinities to crystalline silica, quartz, using 40 sequences that were originally genetically 112 selected using M13 phage display peptide library [25] . The novel metric called the Total 113 Similarity Score (TSSA-B) describes the average Global Alignment score of all peptides 114 from group-A to all of group-B [25] . The TSS score quantifies the similarity of a peptide to 115 a functional peptide set (i.e. affinity for a solid material). By keeping random changes to 116 a similarity matrix that increased the TSSS-S (TSS of strong binders with strong binders), 117 and decrease the TSSS-W (TSS of strong binders with weak binders), a similarity matrix 118 was obtained that could predict the semi-quantitative affinity of quartz-binding peptides 119 with 70-80% success. Despite its high predictive power, TSS has never been applied to 120 MHC data. Using the MHC data, here we demonstrate its implementation that strongly 121 suggests that TSS could be a predictive method for establishing sequence-function 122 relationships in a variety of large sequence-based data sets. 123 The reliable prediction of peptide binding affinity has already led to ground-124 breaking advances in oral health science and will continue to do so in areas requiring a 125 well-described soft interface between peptides and solid-state inorganic materials 126 [5, 10, 36] . Though affinity prediction is not the most descriptive or important 127 characterization of peptides, understanding the relationship among solid-binding peptides 128 [10] has led to many technologies such as sensors with high sensitivity, [5] assemblers in 129 nanotechnology, and tiny enzymes in biomineralization [37] . 130
Approach and Methodology
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Iterative Alignment (IA) creates a scoring matrix that provides scores correlating 132 with the positional composition of a peptide when compared to a weak and a strong 133 binding set. When a sequence of interest has high similarity to these strong binders and 134 low similarity to the weak binders, the sequence was given a higher TSSSeq-S and lower 135 TSSSeq-W (TSS of interesting sequence to weak binders). Training the similarity matrix 136 was done by increasing the differences in TSS to strong binders for two binding affinity represented. In general, scoring with more peptides is just as beneficial as scoring a few 228 with GA. Global Alignment expands the number of sequences a peptide will have 229 consensus with; in a way making it appear as many peptides in the strong group. 230 However, the domains being aligned and the values scoring the alignments are different 231 from one iteration to another, resulting in a lack of consistent scoring between sequence 232 domains. Therefore, we justify the departure from GA as both a necessity and a benefit 233 to ensure the method runs within a practical time constraint. 234 The procedure for one iteration can be described in 6 steps (see Fig 2) . After the 235 affinity classes have been designated (Fig 2, Step 2), a seed similarity matrix is used to 236 calculate TSSS-S and TSSS-W (same as internal but to separate group of peptides) 237 similarity for each peptide (Fig 2, Step 3). External similarity is calculated by aligning the 238 strong binders to each in the low internal similarity group. Within each list, the average is 239 found and form the cost functions for IA, the Total Similarity Score Strong-Strong (TSSS-240 S) and
Total Similarity Score Strong-Weak (TSSS-W), respectively.
241
Mathematically, the expression for general TSS calculation is given by Equation (1) as
) 243 (1) 244 where, TSSA-B is the Total Similarity Score (TSS) between peptide sets A and B, PSSij is 245 the pairwise similarity score (PSS) between sequences i and j of sets A and B 246 respectively, xa and xb are the total number of sequences in sets A and B, and δ is the 247 Kronecker delta function (δij = 1 if i = j, otherwise δij = 0). 248 After the values of TSSS-S and TSSS-W have been calculated and saved for the first 249 time, the similarity matrix is perturbed by making random changes (1-20) to the matrix 250 values by either adding 1 or subtracting 1 (Fig 2, Step 3). Using the new matrix, TSSS-S 251 and TSSS-W are calculated again and compared with the previous TSS (Fig 2, Step 4) . A 252 change to the matrix is considered beneficial if TSSS-S,NEW is greater than TSSS-S,OLD and 253 TSSS-W,NEW is less than TSSS-W,OLD. Beneficial changes are saved for the next round ( Fig   254   2, Step 5). If the change is not beneficial, then the previous matrix (before mutation) is 255 perturbed again and the process repeats (Fig 2, Step 5). The algorithm could continue 256 indefinitely but we considered the matrix converged when over 5,000 iterations occurred 257 without a beneficial change (Fig 2, Step 6). Correlations with experimental affinity. In the previous work, binding affinity was 313 predicted by placing peptides into semi-quantitative groups of strong, medium and weak 314 by their total similarity score to the strong binding peptide sequences of quartz [25] . The 315 trend of decreasing TSSSeq-S was correlated with experimental affinity by using TSSSeq-S 316 as a threshold to determine whether a peptide would fall into an affinity class (binary 317 classification) [25] . Though significant predictability (70-80%) was obtained using the 318 semi-quantitative scoring method, it falls short of the trend prediction needed to be 319 comparable with MHCFlurry, NetMHC and DeepMHC [12, 13, 37] . To enable more direct 320 comparisons the Pearson correlation coefficient (linear, Fig 4C) and Spearman rank 321 correlation coefficient (nonlinear, Fig 4B) were calculated, which can determine whether 322 the predicted binding affinity trend (TSS to strong binders) matches the experimental 323 binding affinity trend. In addition, a classifier scheme is included that can recognize 324 whether a peptide is a strong or weak binder by the magnitude of its TSSSeq-S. Further, a 325 root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated from the normalized trend of TSS and RMSE 326 to get an idea of close the TSS scores are to the experimental affinity ( Fig 4A) . Score, we modified a computational method and applied it to a substantially larger dataset 384 to demonstrate that across organic and inorganic materials the metric applies. Though 385 we use substantially lower training data than other methods, similarity matrices were 386 obtained that recognize the dominant features of the strongest binding peptides, which in 387 turn describe those of the weaker binders. Therefore, the strongest binders of the full set 388 can adequately describe the behavior of the remaining peptides Though the training 389 method is insufficient to produce a trend capable of ranking affinity with comparable 390 accuracy to other MHC predictors, we postulate that based on the diversity of the matrices 391 trained that they are capturing different subsections of the total similarity information. 392 Therefore, integrating the trends of multiple matrices into a single score would produce 393 comparable accuracy even when trained on substantially less data. In this work, we show 394 that we can capture similarity information using different matrices and that TSS to strong 395 binders is a relevant predictor of affinity in both organic and inorganic systems. 396 To uncover the relationship between TSSSeq-S and the experimentally measured 397 affinity, the future work would involve integrating the TSS score with recent statistical 398 learning techniques. If the matrix cannot be optimized, then the value of TSSSeq-S may not 399 be the highest achievable even if the sequence is a strong binder. The sequences with 400 amino acids in similar positions to the strong binding group will, however, tend to give the 401 same average score. Therefore, if the goal is to predict the similarity of sequences based 402 on their positional composition, conserving the common score range will also retain their 403 sequence information. An additional problem may also arise when considering the 404 diversity of the strong binding group. If a given peptide is a strong binder having a 405 completely unique sequence compared to those of the other strong-binding peptides, it 406 will have a low TSSSeq-S. TSS scoring assumes that weak and medium binders are 407 mutations of stronger binders. Future methods will capitalize on the information hidden 408 within weak/medium binders and use it to describe the full strong binding space. The full 409 results, gapless Iterative Alignment Python program for calculating similarity matrices, 410 and all the data used to train the matrices are located online on GitHub 411 (https://github.com/Sarikaya-Lab-GEMSEC/Iterative-Alignment-Gapless). 412 
